In this paper, we analyze the key homomorphic technique used in constructions of functional encryption schemes and point out its weakness in efficiency. Based on this, we propose two improved homomorphic techniques and show their advantages and weaknesses through the method of comparison.
Basic homomorphic Techniques
In this section, we first review BGGHNSVV attributebased encryption scheme briefly (Boneh et al. 2014) , and then analyze the basic homomorphic techniques used in its construction.
Review Of BGGHNSVV Scheme
Let n be an integer, and ()n = , 
Basic Homomorphic Techniques
In this subsection, we abstract the homomorphic techniques used in construction of the BGGHNSVV attribute-based encryption scheme. In literature, the technique is as one of basic tools to make the fine-grain access to the encrypted data feasible in the field of functional encryption. 
Homomorphic Technique For Weighted Addition Gates
For a weighted addition gate :
Do the following computation:
This type of representation is from Boneh et al. (2014) . In order to describe the basic homomorphic more clearly, we make a change of the presentation as follows: 
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Homomorphic Technique for Multi-plication Gates
For a weighted multiplication gate :
Since process of this homomorphic technique is complex for general t , we set t =3 here to illustrate the technical detail of computational process as follows:
Summing above three equations, we obtain
From the equation, we are able to obtain ,  1  2  3 1 2  3  1  2  3   ( , , , 
Proposed Technique II

